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LET'S TALK HEDGE FUNDS
&

WARREN BUFFET

Investors often hear of outlandish returns from some investments,
beating the S&P 500 year after year.

Do these investments really outperform?
And if so, at what risk?

What Exactly is a Hedge FUND?
Hedge funds are a type of investment that have generated much interest in the

media over the years. Hedge fund managers are often spotlighted on the

financial news networks as “experts” having a “secret, only known to them”

strategy that can help them “predict” where the stock markets are headed. 
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They tout their “outsized” gains when they outperform the markets, and slither

into the darkness of the media abyss when they fail ... sometimes famously.

They are your basic market fortune tellers promoting their “sophisticated” and

“secret” propriety “algorithmic” tools and strategies to outsmart every other

investor out there. Really?

Like the lines on our hands, no two hedge funds are the same.  In industry

terms, hedge funds fall into the very loose category defined as  “alternate

investments”.  Basically, a catch all for those types of investment that can not

be correlated (i.e. compared) to the stock market. Hedge funds use terms such

as “hedging” via the use of “options strategies” like “puts”; “calls” and even

“straddles”.

They call these strategies “synthetic investments”. 

Wow, with such esoteric names they must be better than those boring, old

markets we are used to.   The markets with over 100 of years of recorded

history.

High returns or just high fees?
The most common fee structure for hedge funds includes a 2% management
fee of assets plus a 20% performance fee on profits generated by the fund
managers.  This “performance fee” may tempt some managers to make riskier
investments trying to generate higher returns. And there is no mutual sharing of
losses. Heads they win...tails...they win again.
 
Over the past 10 years, the Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index has returned on
average 6%. Over the past 25 years, 7.39%. 

During this same 10-year period the S&P 500 average
annual return was 14.6% and over the same 25 years was 9.5%. 

Exhibit 1 below shows how $10,000 invested would have grown with these
returns. These returns are before fees.



Exhibit 1:
Growth of $10,000 in the S&P 500 and Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index

In our view hedge funds have no place within our planning-based strategy.

They are not liquid in most cases and there is no ability to use history as a
guide with these “alternative strategies” as we can with broad sector investing
on a global basis.

Hedge funds make “bets” on market moves and when they are right, they wind
up right in front of you on all the well know media platforms. But when things go
wrong, they can go horribly wrong. And they have.

Hedge Funds in the news
In 2018, Bridgewater Associate manager Ray Dalio took home $2 billion
dollars – about $5.5 million per day or an hourly rate of $228,300 per hour if he
worked 24/7.  In the first half of 2019, the fund was down 4.9% while the S&P
500 was up about 17%.
In 2018, Greenlight Capital with its often-quoted chief David Einhorn lost 34%. 

Also in 2018, Trias Long/Short Fund was down 25% and QIM Quantitative
Tactical lost 42%.
Steven A Cohen, considered by many to be “the smartest guy on the street”
was forced to shut down his firm, SAC Capital Advisors, after several



employees plead guilty to securities fraud and paid a $1.8 billion fine. 
In 2009, the founder of the Galleon Group was arrested and charged with
fraud and insider trading. Eventually over 50 people convicted in the insider
trading probe of Galleon. With over $9 billion in assets before the scandal,
assets dwindled to $3 billion that year before the fund closed.
In 2006 Amaranth Advisors lost $5 billion in one week and over $6 billion that
year during trading of natural gas futures. The fund closed shortly thereafter.
In 1996, Long Term Capital lost $4.6 billion on Russian government bonds and
had to accept a bailout from the US government to prevent a crisis spreading
to the banking industry. 

The Infamous “Oracle of Omaha” better known as
Warren Bu�et and his big bet

In 2008, Warren Buffett  issued a bet to the Hedge Fund Industry that after

fees, costs and expenses a low-cost S&P 500 fund would have better returns

over a 10-year period than an actively managed hedge fund. Protégé Partners

handpicked  five funds-of-hedge-funds  for this bet. After the 10-year period

was up the S&P 500 fund returned over 125% while the fund of hedge funds

returned 36.3%. During this period, 60% of all gains achieved by the hedge

funds  were deducted for  management and performance  fees.  Even before

fees, the hedge funds had underperformed the S&P 500 fund.

 

So, we should invest with Warren Buffet, correct? How has his company

Berkshire Hathaway done?

Berkshire Hathaway
Warren Buffett has been called the greatest investor of our time.

Using Berkshire Hathaway as a holding company, Buffett typically buys stakes

in or outright purchases companies whose business operations he feels he

understands. Berkshire Hathaway owns positions in companies like UPS and

Apple and outright owns companies like Geico and Burlington

Northern Sante Fe railway. While owning a company outright can seem “sexy”

to investors it’s not quite so easy to unload when the time comes to sell.



Recently, Warren Buffett himself said that he does not expect his company to

outperform the S&P 500  in the future. The table below in Exhibit 2  shows

annualized returns for the both Berkshire Hathaway and the S&P 500.

What is the best course for investors?
Chasing returns that have already happened, wherever they occur will increase

costs for the investor and lead to a challenging and disappointing investment

experience.

 

At Prato Capital Management, we stick to the same process for our clients and

don’t get caught up in the investing “flavor” of the day. We believe a well

thought-out and disciplined investment strategy based on the history of the

market, not trying to guess the future, wins over time. No investment strategy

can be put in place without first assessing each person’s risk tolerance as part

of the development of their personalized Financial Life Plan.

 

As the famed 2013 Nobel Laureate in Economics Eugene Fama said:

“Market timing doesn't work. If all the bubbles and all this mispricing really

exist, how come so few people see it before it turns out that way?”

 

We couldn’t agree more.

[1] Performance of Berkshire Hathaway Class A Share and S&P 500 as of 8/21/2019.

http://performance.morningstar.com/stock/performance-return.action?region=USA&t=brk.a&culture=en-US.
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